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(3) Parallel computation Most data warehouse DBMSs harness
a “gang” of CPUs to solve complex queries in parallel. The same
observation can be applied to parallel computing platforms like
Apache Spark. In fact, one of us reported that it is common for a
large cloud to be managing 108 Spark tasks at a time [7]. Interactive
parallel computing systems require launching thousands of jobs
in a few seconds [21, 32]. Obviously, one needs “gang” scheduling
and straggler mitigation support.
(4) Heterogeneous hardware Hardware like GPUs, TPUs, Intelligent SSDs, and FPGAs have become omnipresent in large configurations and bring new optimization opportunities and constraints
[22, 43]. Heterogeneous multi-tier memory systems and even nondeterministic systems are just around the corner. Such special purpose hardware should be managed by system software. Ideally, an
OS should be able to manage tasks that require multiple kinds of
computing assets.
(5) New applications The need for the hardware mentioned above
is driven by performance/cost requirements of new applications,
most recently machine learning (ML), Internet of Things (IoT), and
“big data” applications [41].
(6) New programming models Users ideally want to pay for resources only when they are active. All major cloud vendors now
offer serverless computing APIs [9] where a user divides their computation into short “tasks” with communication between tasks
supported through an object store. Resources can scale from zero to
thousands and back to zero in seconds. The user only pays for the
resources used in each such task, without explicitly provisioning
machines or otherwise paying for idle resources waiting for input.
According to one estimate [40] 50% of AWS customers are using
Lambda, up from 35% a year ago. Obviously, this programming
model is enjoying widespread acceptance.
(7) Age Linux is now “long in the tooth” having been featureenhanced in an ad-hoc fashion for 30 years. This has resulted in slow
forward progress; for example, Linux has struggled for a decade to
fully leverage multi-cores [14, 20, 22, 34].
(8) Provenance It is becoming an important feature for policy
enforcement, legal compliance, and data debugging. Provenance
data collection touches many elements of the system but is totally
absent in most current OSes.
We note that Unix/Linux falls far short of adequately supporting these trends. At scale, managing system services is a “big data”
problem, and Linux itself contains no such capabilities. As we noted,
it has struggled for a decade to support multiprocessors in a single node and has no support for the multiple nodes in a cluster.
Scheduling and resource management across a cluster must be
accomplished by another layer of management software such as
Kubernetes or Slurm [41]. The two layers are not well integrated,
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INTRODUCTION

At Berkeley, one of us was an early user of Unix in 1973. Linux
debuted 18 years later in 1991 with the same general architecture.
Hence, the ideas in prevailing operating systems are nearly half a
century old. In that time, we note the following external trends:
(1) Scale Today, enterprise servers routinely have hundreds of cores,
terabytes of main memory, and hundreds of terabytes of storage, a
stark contrast from the uniprocessors of yesteryear. A large shared
system such as the MIT Supercloud [12, 42] has approximately
10,000 cores, a hundred terabytes of main memory, and petabytes
of storage. Obviously, the resources an OS is called to manage have
increased by many orders of magnitude during this period of time.
(2) Clouds The popularity and scale of public cloud services generate ever larger configurations, amplifying the management problem.
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so many cross-cutting issues, such as provenance, monitoring, security and debugging, become very challenging on a cluster and
often require custom built solutions [51]. Furthermore, Linux has
weak support for heterogeneous hardware, which must be managed
by non-OS software. Even for common hardware such as network
cards and storage, practitioners are increasingly using kernel bypass for performance and control [19]. Lastly, serverless computing
can be supported by a much simpler runtime; for example, there is
no need for demand paging. Hence, some functions in Linux are
possibly not needed in the future.
Unix offers abstractions that are too few and too low-level for
managing the multiple levels of complexity and huge amounts of
state that modern systems must handle. Our conclusion is that
the “everything is a file” model for managing uniprocessor hardware [44] — a revolutionary position for Unix in 1973 — is ill-suited
to modern computing challenges. Layering an RPC library on top
of the Unix model in order to build distributed systems does not
address the abstraction gap. The current model must be replaced
by a new architecture to make it significantly easier to build and
scale distributed software. In Section 2, we specify such an architecture based on a radical change towards an "everything is a table"
abstraction that represents all OS state as relational tables, leveraging modern DMBS technology to scale OS functionality to entire
datacenters [23, 33]. In Section 3, we indicate our “game plan” for
proving our ideas. Our timeline contains three phases, and we report on the results of the first phase in Section 4. Section 5 discusses
related work, and Section 6 contains our conclusions.
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Figure 1: Proposed DBOS stack. Level 1 is the bottom layer.
sets, and in locating the recipients of interprocess communication
(IPC) messages. In a DBOS environment that stores all OS state
in a distributed DBMS, neither impediment exists. Hence, DBOS
provides fast IPC between live subtasks, along with table-based data
sharing. Both capabilities are supported via DBMS-based primitives.
In addition, DBOS’s cluster-scale approach makes it significantly
easier for developers to monitor, debug, and secure their distributed
applications. Today’s distributed computing stacks, such as Kubernetes, provide few abstractions beyond the ability to launch tasks
and communicate between them via RPC, so they require developers to build or cobble together a wide range of external tools
to monitor application metrics, collect logs, and enforce security
policies [10, 27, 39, 45]. In contrast, in DBOS, the entire state of
the OS and the application is available in structured tables that can
simply be queried using SQL. For example, finding all the process
IDs in an application, their current memory usage, or aggregate
information about custom metrics in the application is trivial; it
is also easy to ask more complicated questions, such as finding all
processes from users in a certain organization. Likewise, all in-flight
IPC messages are queriable as a table, and can be retained for later
analysis. We believe that these capabilities will greatly simplify
the development of distributed applications, in the same way that
developing and debugging single-process multi-core applications
today is dramatically easier than working with distributed ones.

RETHINKING THE OS

The driving idea behind our thinking is to support vast scale in a
cluster or data center environment. Fundamentally, the operating
system resource management problem has increased by many orders of magnitude and is now a “big data” problem on its own. The
obvious solution is to embed a modern high performance multinode transactional DBMS into the kernel of a next-generation OS.
As a result, we call our system DBOS (Data Base Operating System).
This results in a very different OS stack.

2.1

User Applications

Level 3: OS Functionality The applications in level 4 are supported by a set of data-center OS services in level 3, such as task
schedulers, distributed filesystems, interprocess communication
(IPC) and others. We demonstrate high-performance implementations of these services later in the paper (Section 4).
In DBOS, all OS services benefit from capabilities provided by
the distributed DBMS (level 2), such as high-availability, transaction
support, security, and dynamic reconfiguration. These capabilities
are known pain points in today’s cluster managers, which routinely
re-invent these wheels and yet, provide weaker guarantees than
what a DBMS provides. For example, the Kubernetes control plane
cannot perform multi-object transactions [11], and the HDFS NameNode requires more servers for a highly available configuration
than if they had used a distributed DBMS [37].
In DBOS, all OS services are implemented using a combination
of SQL and user-defined functions. These services all operate on a
consistent global view of the OS state in the form of DBMS tables.
This makes it easy for services to support cross-cutting operations.
For example, modern task schedulers routinely rely on historical
performance profiles of the tasks, data placement information, resource utilization, machine properties and myriad other state to
make high quality placement decisions. A scheduler in today’s
cluster managers like Kubernetes and YARN needs to gather such

The DBOS Stack

Our four-level proposal is shown in Figure 1.
Level 4: User space — At the top level are traditional user-level
tasks, which run protected from each other and from lower levels,
as in traditional OSs. In DBOS, we primarily target distributed applications, such as parallel analytics, machine learning, web search,
and mobile application backends, which are the most widely used
applications today. To support these applications, we encourage a
serverless model of computation, whereby a user decomposes her
task into a graph of subtasks, each running for a short period of
time. Hence, subtasks come into existence, run, and then die in a
memory footprint they specify at the beginning of their execution.
As such, we do not plan to support the complex memory management facilities in current systems; a subtask can only run if there is
available memory for its footprint. The serverless computing model
is supported by capabilities at levels 2 and 3 of the DBOS stack.
Common serverless models (e.g. AWS Lambda) dictate that data
be passed between subtasks via a shared object store or filesystem.
This may due to the difficulties in current systems in managing task
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information from disparate layers, each with ad-hoc APIs to expose
the required state, with no consistency guarantees between layers.
Similarly, our programming model should make it easier to build
novel OS services from scratch — say, a privacy reporting tool
about which files’ data have been transmitted over the network —
far more easily than with today’s cluster managers, which would
require intrusive changes to support similar features.

much simpler code, due to avoiding redundancy. Also, current nontransactional data structures get transactions essentially for free.
Effective management and utilization of large-scale computing
systems require monitoring, tracking, and analyzing the critical
resources, namely processing, storage, and networking. Currently,
additional utilities and appliances are often built or purchased and
integrated into each of these functions [10, 27, 39, 45]. These capabilities provide database functionality to the process scheduling logs,
storage metadata logs, and network traffic logs. As separate adjunct
bolt-on capabilities are highly sensitive to processing, storage, and
network upgrades, they require significant resources to maintain
and significant knowledge by the end-user to use effectively. DBOS
obviates the need for these separate add-on capabilities.
The principal pushback we have gotten from our initial proposal [23] is “you won’t be able to offer a performant implementation”. Of course, we have heard this refrain before — by the CODASYL advocates back in the 1970’s. They said “you can’t possibly do
data management in a high-level language (tables and a declarative
language). It will never perform.” History eventually proved them
wrong. Our goal in DBOS is analogous, and we turn in the next
section to three successive prototypes with that goal.

Level 2: The DBMS — In level 2 we propose to utilize a highperformance multi-node main-memory transactional DBMS. There
are several such DBMSs in commercial service today including
VoltDB [8] (and its predecessor H-Store [3]), SAP-Hana [13], Microsoft Hekaton [25], and SingleStore (MemSQL) [15], just to name
a few. These systems are all SQL databases, offer multi-node support, low latency distributed transactions (concurrency control and
crash recovery) and most offer real-time failover (high availability).
The fastest of these are capable of millions of transactions per second on modest hardware clusters costing a few thousand dollars.
These standard DBMS services, combined with some standardized
OS-specific schemas, comprise all of the second level.
We have restricted our attention to SQL DBMSs in order to get
the analytic power of a high level query language. However, there
are many No-SQL DBMSs with lower-level interfaces that could
also be considered in a DBOS-style architecture.
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Level 1: Microkernel services — We expect a DBMS to be
runnable on top of a minimal microkernel in level 1. It comprises
raw device handlers, interrupt handlers, very basic inter-node communication, and little else.
Long ago, DBMSs tended not to use OS services, and one of us
wrote a paper in 1981 complaining about this fact [47]. There is no
reason why we cannot return to running a DBMS on a “raw device”.
Moreover, DBMSs do their own admission control, so as not to
overtax the concurrency control system. Also, a DBMS running near
the bottom of the OS stack will be processing very large numbers of
short transactions. As such, we want simple preemption to allow the
DBMS to run whenever there is work to do. A DBMS can also control
its own memory footprint by dynamically linking and unlinking
user-defined functions as well as little-used support routines.
In DBOS we do not plan to support sophisticated memory management. The DBMS in level 2 does its own memory management.
One might wonder if level 2 should also run in a Lambda-style
serverless environment. In fact, it would certainly be possible to
specify that nodes in a query plan be serverless computations. However, doing so would force serverless support into layer 1, which
we want to keep as small as possible. Also, we expect the DBMS to
be running millions of transactions per second, so all the pieces of
a DBMS would, in fact, be memory resident essentially all the time.
Hence, limited value would result from such a decision.

2.2

DBOS STAGES

We will build out the DBOS prototype in three stages of increasing
strength: from “straw”, to “wood”, and finally “brick”.

3.1

DBOS-straw

Our first prototype demonstrates that we can offer reasonable performance on three OS services: scheduling tasks, providing a filesystem, and supporting interprocess communication (IPC). Constructing the DBOS-straw prototype entails using Linux for level 1, an
RDBMS for level 2, writing a portion of level 3 by hand, and creating
some test programs in level 4. Results in these areas are documented
in Section 4 of this paper. We expect this exercise should convince
the naysayers of the viability of our proposal. This system builds
on top of VoltDB, which offers required high performance.

3.2

DBOS-wood

With the successful demonstration of DBOS-straw, we will install
our prototype in a Linux cluster in user code and begin supporting
DBOS functions in a real system. We expect to use a serverless
environment to support user-level tasks. Hence, any user "process"
is a collection of short running "tasks" assembled into a graph.
We expect this graph to be stored in the DBMS to facilitate better
scheduling, and tasks, to the extent possible, will be user-defined
DBMS functions. We are currently implementing a DBOS-based
serverless environment. Moreover, we will “cut over” a sample of
Linux OS functions to our model, implemented in level 3 DBOS
code. The purpose of DBOS-wood is to show that OS functions can
be readily and compactly coded in SQL and that our filesystem,
scheduling and IPC implementations work well in a real system.
The implementation of DBOS-wood is now underway. When it is
successfully demonstrable, we will move on to DBOS-brick.

Design Discussion

It is worth considering the core benefits of the DBOS architecture. OS state in current operating systems is typically supported
piecemeal, usually in various data structures with various semantics. Moving to DBOS will force DBMS schema discipline on this
information. It will also allow querying across the range of OS
data using a single high-level language, SQL. In addition, transactions, high availability and multi-node support are provided exactly
once, by the DBMS, and then used by everybody. This results in

3.3

DBOS-brick

Our last phase will be to beg, borrow, steal, or implement a microkernel for level 1 and potentially revisit the DBMS decision in level
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2. On top of this framework we can port our serverless environment
and the collection of OS services from DBOS-wood. In addition, we
expect to reimplement enough level 3 OS services to have a viable
computing environment. During this phase, we expect to receive
substantial help from our industrial partners (currently Amazon,
Google and VMWare), since this is a sizeable task.
We expect to have sufficient resources to implement level 1 from
scratch, if necessary. Level 2 will be too large a project for us to
implement from scratch, so we expect to adapt existing DBMS code
to the new microkernel, perhaps from VoltDB or H-Store.
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schedule_simple(P, TID) {
select worker_id,unused_capacity from Worker
where unused_capacity>0 and p_key=P
limit 1;
if worker_id not None:
WID = worker_id[0];
UC = unused_capacity[0];
update Worker set
unused_capacity=UC - 1
where worker_id=WID and p_key=P;
insert into Task (P, TID, WID,...);
}

DBOS-STRAW

Figure 2: Simple FIFO scheduler.

We first discuss a few characteristics of our chosen DBMS, VoltDB.
Then we turn to the DBOS-straw implementations of the scheduling,
IPC, and the filesystem. We show that the DBOS architecture can
deliver the performance needed for a practical system.

4.1

task was created, time since the task ran last, etc. Such information
might be useful for debugging, provenance, and data analytics.
Our schedulers also require a Worker table:

Background

Worker (p_key, worker_id, unused_capacity)

4.1.1 VoltDB. As noted earlier, there are several parallel, high performance, multi-node, transactional DBMSs with failover that we
could have selected. VoltDB was chosen because of the relationship
one of us has with the company. VoltDB implements SQL on top of
tables which are hash-partitioned on a user specified key across multiple nodes of a computer system. VoltDB supports serializability
and transactional (or non-transactional) failover on a node failure.
It is optimized for OLTP transactions (small reads and writes) and
insists transactions be user-defined DBMS procedures [16] which
are compiled and aggressively optimized. All data is main-memory
resident and highest performance is obtained when:
(1) Transactions access data in only a single partition; concurrency
control is optimized for this case.
(2) The user task is on the same node as the single partition accessed.
This avoids network traffic while executing a transaction.

Each worker is associated with a VoltDB partition defined by its
p_key. The Worker table is partitioned on this field. Workers have
capacity in units of runnable tasks. The table specifies the unused
capacity of each worker. We can extend this table to add fields such
as accelerator availability or other worker metadata.
It is the job of the scheduler to assign an unassigned task to some
worker and then decrement its unused capacity. It is possible to
implement a diverse range of schedulers by changing the stored
procedure which performs this assignment.
In Figure 2 we sketch a stored procedure implementing a simple FIFO scheduler with a mix of SQL and imperative code. The
input to this scheduler is a randomly chosen partition P and the
unique identifier of the task TID to be scheduled. The scheduler
first selects at most one worker (limit 1) that has unused capacity
(unused_capacity>0) from the target partition (p_key=P). If one
is found, the scheduler decrements the selected worker’s unused
capacity by one in the Worker table. Then, the scheduler inserts a
row for task TID into the Task table. The scheduler iterates through
random partitions until it finds one with unused capacity for the
task. In the interest of brevity, we omit dealing with the corner case
when worker capacity is completely exhausted.
To demonstrate this simple scheduler’s performance, we implement it in VoltDB as a stored procedure and measure median and
tail latencies as we vary system load. Our experiments used forty
parallel schedulers on two VoltDB hosts and two client machines.
They are synthetic–tasks are scheduled, but not executed. Hence,
the latencies reflect the scheduling overhead of DBOS. As shown
in Figure 5, the simple FIFO scheduler can schedule 750K tasks per
second at a sub-millisecond tail latency while the median latency remains around 200 𝜇s even at 1M tasks/sec load, which outperforms
most existing distributed schedulers.
However, this simple scheduler has some disadvantages. For
example, it has no notion of locality, but many tasks perform better
when co-located with a particular data item. Moreover, it may need
multiple tries to find a worker with spare capacity.
Our second scheduler (locality-aware scheduler, Figure 3) attempts to avoid both issues. Specifically, it schedules the task at the
worker machine where the task’s home directory partition resides.

4.1.2 Supercloud. We ran all of our experiments on the MIT Supercloud [12]. Supercloud nodes have 40-core dual-socket Intel Xeon
Gold 6248 2.5GHz CPUs, 378GB memory, a Mellanox ConnectX-4
25Gbps NIC, and a 4.4TB HDD. We use up to 8 nodes (320 cores) of
VoltDB. We use a configuration with 1 partition per core, so tables
are partitioned 320 ways in a maximum configuration.

4.2

Scheduling Studies

We assume that in DBOS, a scheduler runs on each partition of our
VoltDB installation. To implement a multi-node scheduler in SQL,
we must create relational tables to store scheduler metadata. The
first of these is a Task table; the scheduler adds a row to this table
whenever a task is created. Scheduling the task to a worker can be
done at creation time or deferred; we will show example schedulers
that do each. The fields of the Task table are:
Task (p_key, task_id, worker_id, other_fields)

The p_key is the current partition of the task. The Task table is
partitioned on this field. If task assignment is done at creation time,
the worker_id field stores the worker to which the task is assigned.
If scheduling is deferred, that field is instead initialized to null;
when the scheduling decision is made, the task will move to the
assigned worker’s partition and the field will be set. other_fields
hold scheduling relevant information, such as priority, time the
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Message(sender_id, receiver_id, message_id, data)

This table is partitioned on receiver_id. To send a message,
the sender just adds a row to this table, which is a single-partition
insert to a remote partition. To read a message, the receiver queries
this table via a local read. These two commands are transactional.
If we replicate the Message table, failover will allow the IPC
system to continue in the face of failures, without loss of data, a
stronger guarantee than what TCP or existing RPC systems provide.
This is a required feature of a message system. Another feature,
in-order delivery, can be achieved by indexing the Message table
on an application- or library-specific message_id field. For exactlyonce semantics, the receiver just needs to delete each message upon
receiving it. Lastly, DBMSs can store massive amounts of data, so
we expect flow control will not be needed.

Least-loaded
104
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101
100
0.0
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Throughput (×106 TPS)
(b) P99 latency

Figure 5: Performance of schedulers.
We can query this information from our filesystem (§4.4). The input
to this scheduler is the home directory partition HP and the ID of the
task TID to be scheduled. The first three SQL queries in its stored
procedure are similar to those in the FIFO scheduler; the difference
is the insert query at the end (highlighted in red in Figure 3).
This queues tasks that cannot be immediately run at their target
partition until it has unused capacity. Hence, this locality-aware
scheduler may defer task assignment under high load.
Our last scheduler (least-loaded scheduler, Figure 4) ensures the
best load balance possible, assuming fairly long running tasks. This
scheduling strategy is commonly used in many existing systems.
Specifically, we schedule the next incoming task to the worker with
the greatest unused capacity within a partition.
Implementing this scheduler only required changing a single
line of code to the simple FIFO scheduler, i.e., adding a ‘order by
unused_capacity desc’ clause (highlighted in red in Figure 4).
As shown in Figure 5, this scheduler is only slightly slower than the
previous two because of the additional operation. If we wanted to
find the least-loaded worker across all partitions, we could simply
remove the ‘p_key=P’ clause. This showcases the strength and
expressiveness of the relational interface–significant changes to
scheduler behavior require only a few lines of code to implement.

4.3
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in-order delivery, exactly-once semantics, and flow control. Implementing a system with stronger guarantees is straightforward
using a multi-node DBMS backend. A Message table is required:
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Figure 6: Performance of ping-pong benchmark.

Figure 4: Least-loaded scheduler.
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schedule_least_loaded(P, TID) {
select worker_id,unused_capacity from Worker
where unused_capacity>0 and p_key=P
order by unused_capacity desc
limit 1;
... // Same code as FIFO scheduler
}

FIFO

300

gRPC

Throughput (Mbps)

TCP/IP

schedule_locality(HP, TID) {
... // Same code as FIFO scheduler
if worker_id not None:
... // Same code as FIFO scheduler
else:
insert into Task (HP, TID, null, ...);
}

4.3.2 Limitations. One limitation of our approach is that the receiver must poll the Message table periodically if expecting a message, which may increase CPU overhead. However, support for
database triggers would avoid polling altogether. Several DBMSs
implement triggers, e.g., Postgres [48], but VoltDB does not. A
production implementation of DBOS would require a trigger-like
mechanism to avoid the “busy waiting” that polling entails.
4.3.3 Evaluation. We compare the performance of our DBMSbacked IPC (DBOS) against two baselines, gRPC [2] and bare-bones
TCP/IP. gRPC is one of the most widely-used messaging libraries
today and offers most of the features that we aim to support. TCP/IP
is also a widely used communications substrate. In our benchmarks,
the DBOS receivers and senders run on separate VoltDB hosts. gRPC
runs natively on top of TCP/IP, with SSL disabled. TCP/IP is an OS
service running on top of Supercloud’s network fabric.
We first measure DBOS’s performance in a ping-pong benchmark.
The sender sends a message to the receiver which replies with the
same message. We vary the message size as well as the number of
concurrent senders and receivers, each in its own thread. In Figure 6
we show the (a) median latency and (b) throughput of the different
messaging schemes. DBOS achieves 24%–49% lower throughput
and 1.3 – 2.5× higher median latency compared to gRPC, and DBOS
achieves 4–9.5× lower performance than TCP/IP.
The comparison against gRPC is more favorable for DBOS in the
other two benchmarks we tested. Similar to the first benchmark,
Figure 7 shows the performance of a ping20 -pong20 benchmark

IPC

4.3.1 DBMS-backed IPC. Inter-process communication is the task
of sending messages from a sender to a receiver. Typical messaging
systems, such as TCP/IP and gRPC [2] provide reliable delivery,
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Figure 9: Filesystem tables for data and metadata.
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require extensive development. For example, a “hub and spoke”
implementation of messaging is a few lines of SQL.
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The DBOS Filesystems

DBOS supports two filesystems, both including the standard POSIXstyle interface. The first filesystem stores all data for a user, U, on a
single VoltDB partition divided into blocks of size B. In this implementation, the file table, noted below, is partitioned on user_name.
This will ensure that U is localized to a single partition and offers
very high performance for small files.
The second filesystem partitions files on block_no, thereby
spreading the blocks of a file across all VoltDB partitions. In this
case, reads and writes can offer dramatic parallelism, but lose node
locality. For this paper’s scope we focus on in-memory operations,
so we leave the implementation of a spilling disk scheme, similar
to the one used in the H-Store project [3], to future work. Figure 9
shows the tables that contain filesystem data and metadata. These
tables are accessed directly by DBOS level 3 SQL services, in order
to provide functionality to user code in level 4.
The Map table specifies the physical local VoltDB partitions
that implement a given VoltDB database. partition_id is the
primary key, and is a foreign key in the other tables. The Map table
is read-almost-always and is replicated on all nodes of a database.
The User table specifies the home partition (partition_id)
for each user. This partition holds their file directory structure.
This table is also replicated on all partitions. The Directory table
holds standard directory information, and is partitioned on p_key.
The Localized_file table holds the bytes that go in each block
in a localized file. It is partitioned on p_key. The Parallel_file
table holds the bytes for parallel (partitioned) files. It has the same
information as the previous table. However, file bytes must be stored
in all partitions, so this table is partitioned on block_no.
Our design uses fully qualified Linux file names for f_names.
Traversing directories generates simple lookup queries and the
“current path” is stored in the User table. That way there is no need
for “open” and “close”, so both are no-ops in DBOS.
To access block B in localized File F with a fully qualified name
for user U, we can look up the home partition from User, if it is
not already cached. With that partition key, we can access Localized_file. Parallel files are automatically in all partitions. With
access to the VoltDB hashing function, we know which partition
every block is in. However, it will be rare to read a single block
from a parallel file. In contrast, “big reads” can send a query with a
block range to all partitions that will filter to the correct blocks.
For both implementations, there are stored procedures for all
filesystem operations. In the case of a localized file, the VoltDB “stub”
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40
# Receivers

(b) Throughput

Figure 8: Performance of multicasting benchmark.
where each sender sends 20 messages to the receiver, expecting 20
messages back. This workload is characteristic of batch communication applications such as machine learning inference serving.
Here, DBOS outperforms gRPC by up to 2.7× with small messages, while it achieves 48% lower performance with 8KB messages.
The small performance gap between DBOS and gRPC is impressive
considering that the DBOS message scheme is implemented in a
few lines of SQL code running on top of an unmodified DBMS,
while gRPC is a specialized communication framework developed
by many engineers over many years. The gap between TCP/IP and
DBOS has narrowed somewhat, but it is still substantial.
Figure 8 shows the results of our third benchmark. In this benchmark, a single sender sends a small 64-byte message to a varying number of receivers, expecting their replies. This workload
is characteristic of fan-out communication applications such as
web search or parallel aggregation. The results show that as the
number of receivers increases, the performance difference between
DBOS and gRPC widens, which is in agreement with the previous
results on small messages. For 40 receivers, DBOS achieves 2.3×
higher throughput and 64% lower median latency than gRPC. Not
surprisingly, the gap between DBOS and TCP/IP is still substantial.
We are encouraged by these results for the following reasons.
First, VoltDB uses TCP/IP as its message substrate. In DBOS-wood,
we plan to run on a bare-bones data transport, which should bridge
much of these gaps. Second, DBOS uses polling, another source of
significant overhead, which we expect to eliminate in DBOS-wood.
Furthermore, DBOS requires an additional copy relative to the other
schemes. A future DBMS could avoid this overhead.
Our conclusion is that DBOS IPC can be made a great deal more
efficient. However, even in its current form, DBOS is reasonably
competitive against gRPC. Since this is the most popular messaging
system, we are encouraged that DBOS IPC is “fast enough”.
Also, it should be noted clearly that new messaging services
can be quickly coded in SQL. In current hard-coded systems they
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in the user task sends the operation to the node holding the correct
file data, where a stored procedure performs the SQL operation and
returns the desired result. For partitioned tables, the stub invokes a
local VoltDB stored procedure, which fans the parallel operations
to the various partitions with data. These partitions return the data
directly to the stub which collates the returns and alerts the task.
Note that block-size can be changed by a single SQL update
to the length of the “bytes” field in either file table. Also, it is
straightforward to change the DBOS filesystem into an object store,
again with modest schema changes. Lastly, it is not a difficult design
to allow the file creator complete control over the placement of
blocks in a parallel file.
For our first experiment, we run our localized file system with a
Supercloud configuration of 1 VoltDB node (40 partitions) for 40
users. Each user has 100 files of size 256KB split into 128 2KB blocks
and runs the following operation loop:

DBOS
8
6
4
2
0

IOPS (×106)

IOPS (×106)

Ext4
16
12
8
4
0

Read

Write

Read

Operation

Write

Operation

(a) Same File

(b) Different Files

Figure 10: Throughput for 40 clients that read 20 blocks of
2KB each from (a) the same and (b) different files.
Table 1: Performance of file operations.

while(true) {
Open a random file
Read or write twenty random 2KB blocks
with equal probability
Close the file
}

Avg Latency (𝜇s)

Max Ops/sec (×103 )

Ext4

656.78 (±8.99)

31.39 (±0.56)

DBOS

67.48 (±6.98)

303.85 (± 1.33)

Ext4

654.04 (±8.99)

30.53 (± 0.61)

65.58 (±7.1)

302.30 (±2)

Operation

FS

Create
File
Delete
File

DBOS

Table 2: Performance and LoC of conditional size aggregate.

We compare our VoltDB filesystem with the Linux filesystem
ext4 [4]. Ext4 is a journaling filesystem that uses delayed allocation,
i.e., it delays block allocation until data is flushed to disk. It should
be clearly noted that this comparison is “apples-to-oranges”, since
we are comparing a VoltDB implementation of a transactional,
multi-node filesystem with a direct implementation of a local, nontransactional one.
As we can see in Figure 10a, DBOS matches or exceeds ext4’s
write performance because it avoids global locks that become a
bottleneck for ext4 [36]. However, ext4 read performance considerably exceeds that of DBOS. The basic reason is the invocation cost
of VoltDB is around 40 microseconds, whereas the cost of a Linux
system call is approximately 1 microsecond. In a production DBOS
deployment we would need to reduce this latency by, for example,
using shared memory for task communication.
To demonstrate the significance of invocation overhead, we ran
a slightly different benchmark where each user reads 20 blocks,
each from a different file.

Language
C++
SQL

Time (msec)

Lines of Code

9.90
0.65

98
2

In the first one shown in Table 1, we demonstrate the performance of DBOS and ext4 when 40 threads create and delete files.
Since DBOS uses fully qualified names, there is a single insert to
create a file instead of a directory traversal, leading to a 10× performance advantage. A similar advantage is, of course, true for
deletes. As noted earlier, it is quite easy to change the implementation of DBOS files. Hence, we could move between fully qualified
names and context-sensitive names if circumstances dictated. This
implementation flexibility is one of the key advantages of DBOS.
Our second benchmark is an analytics operation that determines
the total size of files owned by each user, counting only those that
are greater than 20K in size. This is a simple SQL query in DBOS:
select sum(f_size) from Localized_file
where f_owner = user and f_size >= size;

while(true) {
Repeat twenty times
Open a random file
Read or write one random 2KB blocks
with equal probability
Close the file
}

On the other hand, this is not a built-in operation in ext4, and
must be coded in a user program using some set of tools. Since this
is a simple task, we wrote a program to recursively scan the home
directory for a user, computing the necessary statistic. Lines of
code and running time for a simple 4000-file directory are listed in
Table 2. Like other analytics operations, this one is faster in DBOS,
and requires an order of magnitude less programming effort.
So far, we have exercised the localized filesystem. Now, we turn
to benchmarking the DBOS parallel filesystem, where files can be
distributed across multiple Supercloud nodes. We compare our implementation with the Supercloud preferred multi-node filesystem,
Lustre [1]. Lustre has a block size of 1 MB but VoltDB’s performance drops off for large block size. As a result, we use a block
size of 8 KB in DBOS. The idea behind a parallel filesystem is to

In this case, Linux will need multiple system calls, while DBOS
still requires only one. As can be seen in Figure 10b, the performance
gap between DBOS and ext4 has narrowed somewhat.
Besides reading and writing data, there are two other operations a filesystem must do. The first is metadata operations such as
creating or deleting files. The second is analytics operations such
as finding the size of a directory or listing its contents. We now
benchmark each operation.
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Figure 12: Throughput scalability with increasing DB nodes.

Figure 11: Throughput for 1 to 16 remote clients, co-located
in a single node. Each client (a) reads and (b) writes parallel
files of 8KB blocks.

interface to OS data for easier analytics and monitoring. In a distributed setting, Cloudburst [46] and Anna [52] also build on DBMS
technology. Similar ideas have been proposed in Tabularosa [33].
Declarative programming and DBMSs have already been used in
some of our target applications: DCM [49] proposes a cluster manager whose behavior is specified declaratively, while HopFS [37]
proposes a distributed filesystem whose metadata is stored in a
NewSQL DBMS. However, none of these efforts proposed a radically new OS stack with a DBOS-style DBMS at the bottom.
In the programming languages community, there has been considerable work on declarative languages, dating back to APL [26]
and Prolog [24]. More recent efforts along these lines include
Bloom [18] and Boom [17]. Recently, many high-performance
declarative DBMSs have been proposed, including H-Store [3] and
its successor VoltDB [8]. Our contribution is to argue for a new OS
stack, not a particular programming language.
Lastly, “serverless computing”, or Function as a Service (FaaS),
has been widely suggested as a new programming model for user
programs [28, 30, 31, 38, 50]. It enables massive parallelism and flexibility in developing and deploying cloud applications, by executing
stateless functions operating on externally stored state.

deliver maximum throughput until the backplane bandwidth is
exhausted. In theory, the aggregate user load on both Lustre and
DBOS should increase until the Supercloud backplane bandwidth
(25 Gbps between nodes) is reached.
We first test how many clients on a single node are needed to
saturate the network bandwidth. VoltDB runs on 8 server nodes,
each with 40 partitions, for 320 partitions in total. Client processes
read and write a collection of 4096 128 MByte files, belonging to
128 different users, for a total database size of 512 GBytes. Each
client process runs the following loop:
while(true) {
Open a random file
Read/Write 128 MBytes in parallel
Close the file
}

In Figure 11, we see that both DBOS and Lustre can quickly
saturate Supercloud’s 25 Gbps network with writes. However, DBOS
requires only 4 client processes to saturate the network with reads,
while Lustre can only reach 70% of the network’s capacity with 16
workers. This behavior might be associated with some documented
issues that affect Lustre’s read operations’ parallelism [5].
Then, we evaluate our parallel filesystem’s scalability. In this
experiment, we scan across the number of nodes running VoltDB
and test the maximum throughput the filesystem can achieve. We
run clients in the same set of nodes as VoltDB servers. The dataset
consists of 1280 128MByte files, belonging to 320 users, for a total
size of 160GBytes. Files are partitioned on block number, so each
file is distributed over all nodes.
In Figure 12, we plot the throughput achieved by our filesystem
over the number of nodes VoltDB is deployed on. We observe a
throughput drop when we move from one to two nodes. In the
single-node case, all transactions are local, while when we have
two nodes, half of the transactions are remote and thus much more
expensive. However, we observe that after paying for that initial
remote penalty the DBOS parallel filesystem’s performance scales
almost linearly with the number of VoltDB nodes used.

5

20

6

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have shown the feasibility of layering a cluster
operating system on a high performance distributed DBMS. We provided experiments showing that such an architecture can provide
basic OS services with performance competitive with current solutions. We also showed anecdotally that services can be written in
SQL with dramatically less effort than in a modern general-purpose
language. Moreover, all OS state resides in the DBMS and can be
flexibly queried for monitoring and analytics. We are presently at
work on a DBOS-wood prototype which will include a serverless
environment and end-to-end applications built on top of it.
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Using declarative interfaces and DBMS concepts in system software
is not new. In the OS world, filesystem checkers often use constraints specified in a declarative language [29, 35]. More broadly,
tools like OSQuery [6] provide a high-performance declarative
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